
Next Steps for Outdoor Resorts November 1st Bulk Conversion: 

 

1.   In October, Spectrum sent each tenant a “Resident Notification Letter”  

1.     This letter covers the Who, What, Where, & When of the upcoming change.  

2.     EVERYONE needs to call Spectrum on/after November 1st; not before.  

2.   I will provide you with a copy of the letter to the Board & Management Office so we can ensure everyone receives the notice.  

1.   We send letters to the mailing addresses residents have given us. If it happens to be their northern address, that is 

where the letters will be sent.  

2.   The envelopes contain NO Spectrum logos so residents mistakenly throw them away thinking its junk mail.  

3.   Spectrum’s policy is that we send a letter to each tenant that resides at your community regardless of ownership status.  

3.     Our Call Center will verify if the eqpt needs to be switched out or not.  

1.  There are older modems/routers in our market that may not be compatible with the higher  

speeds (100mb) we’re offering.  

2.   Residents who have the small digital adapters may want to switch it out for the HD box.  

i. Adapters do not provide the same services & benefits the HD boxes do, so you will need to call and make these 

decisions/changes.  

c. Additional HD or HD DVR boxes are $7.50 p/mo & adapters are $5.99 p/mo.  

4.     Residents who have anything above/beyond what’s provided in the NEW Bulk Services; i.e. Phone service, 

Premium channels, HD DVR boxes/service, extra HD boxes or any digital adapters will be billed automatically on your 

Activation Date (November 1st), regardless if the resident calls or not.  

5.     Customers will have 2 options available to them when making their changes (if a change is needed).  

1.     Option 1 - If a resident wants/needs Spectrum to come out to conduct a professional installation, there is a 1-

time charge of $49.95. 

i. We will physically connect all the eqpt as needed in your home, ensure its functioning properly and provide a short 

tutorial for those who may needed it.  

2.     Option 2 – You are invited to visit one of our local stores to switch out digital adapters/HD boxes as needed in person at 

no charge.  

3.     Please Note: Modems/routers are not available for Self-Installation at this time – requires a professional installation.  

6.     All Billing will be modified and visible on your personal statements within 30-45 days of the Activation Date (November 

1st); dependent on their individual billing cycles.  

a. Please call our New Dedicated Bulk Call Center (1-833-697-7328) after the conversion to find out your reduced monthly rate will 

be and what credits you’ll receive.  

7. IMPORTANT: We have just launched our new BULK CALL CENTER: Toll Free 1-833-697-7328  

Please keeps this number handy; ALL BULK residents should us this moving forward.  

I was advised today that modems are available at the Spectrum offices. 

 


